
Nika

zhdanok

in Poland, 

warshaw now

Full- time & freelance

3D & 2D
Artist

contact

@sunmeowart
telegram

sunmeow22@mail.ru
e-mail

languages

English
intermediate

russian
native

Hobbies
learning

roller-skating & yoga

drawing

play videogames

music, movies & books

I have been working in the field of 3d for 3 years. Two of which I 
worked in the film studio and one in the gaming industry.

I also work freelance.



In addition to 3D, I'm interested in freehand drawing, creating 
materials in Substance Designer, styling, design and UX/UI.



graduated with honors from the Minsk College of Entrepreneurship 
for 4 years as a c# programmer, 2D & UX/UI designer and 3D artist.



A few months ago I moved from Belarus to Poland. In my dreams, I 
would like to work in a game studio in the USA.

about me

experience
pink unicorn LTD. Environment 3D Artist

create stylized environment elements for Unity 3d2022-2023
Remote  //  full- time

Last frontier Environment 3D & 2d Artist
create 3D props / buildings, finalize in Photoshop and 
ready 2D assets are added to the game

2022-2023
Remote  //  freelance

vrx digital  3D, 2D artist & composer
Created backgrounds, full CG shots, compositing 3d 
models for films and series

2020-2022
on-site  //  full- time

shipped titles
pink unicorn LTD. beyond desks

education platform that provides personalized and 
decolonized learning experience accessible for all

2022-2023 
beyonddesks.com

Last frontier last frontier
new post-apocalyptic free-to-play MMORPG set in a 
snowy world after a global nuclear war

2022-2023
lastfrontier.ru

skills
modeling & sculpting
3d’s max, Maya, Cinema 4d, ZBrush, blender

Texturing
substance painter, substance designer, 3dcoat

Rendering
Marmoset toolbag, keyshot, v-ray

game engines
Unity 3d, Unreal Engine 4 /5

2d art, photobash & post-processing 
Photoshop, illustrator, after effects

communicative

hard-working

honest

calm

inquisitive

attentive

organizational

https://twitter.com/by_sunmeow
https://nsnmw.artstation.com
https://www.instagram.com/n.snmw
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sunmeow/
https://sketchfab.com/sunmeow
https://beyonddesks.com
https://lastfrontier.ru

